The Fire Truck
By SD
The fire truck was the last to be finished for the representation. It was a big thing. A lot of people worked on it.

The Gingerbread Stories
By SD
When we made the gingerbread stories, it was fun. People liked them. Short stories would take a day.

Chicks and Eggs
By SD
We hatched chicks. A lot of children liked them. On 5/14 one chick hatched. It takes 22 days to get a fluffy chick. I know that because my sister made a chart. I don't think all the eggs would hatch.

Chicken Eggs
By JC
We are hatching eggs in the incubator. Some hatched this week. The chicks are yellow and fluffy.

The Sheep in the Gate
By JC
The sheep in the gate are turned around. They have their toenails cut and their teeth checked. Then they let them out.

The Thermometer Gauge
By TB
The thermometer gauge is like a thermometer but it is a black box. The thermometer gauge has wires. It measures water temperature.

Credit Union
By MW
Some kids - I was one - went to the Credit Union. There were different size checks. We represented a dollar counter and a money drawer.

Sheep Barn of the Day
By CS
I saw Megan weigh a sheep. Megan works at the sheep barn. There was 500 sheep. A grown up sheep weighs 200 lb.

Cash Register Drawer
By ER
We are making cash register. Here is the problem - the money slot keeps falling down. These are the girls that made the cash register: LS, AH, PJ and me.

The Water Survey
By NB
We went to the water survey. Here are the details. We saw a bayler. We saw a temperature meter. We saw a coil.

Cars
By NO
George came to talk about cars. He showed an oil stick. He also showed us how to measure the air in our tires for our car.

Mr. Klein
By WJ
Mr. Klein came into our classroom. He talked about calibrated weights. And he said it depends on what you want to measure.
Sheep Barn Visit
By KC
Some of our class went to a sheep farm. They saw sheep. There was a bag of wool. The wool was black and white.

Sheep in Sling
By HB
I saw sheep in a sling for our sheep barn visit. I made a sheep in a sling. It was made out of clay.

Gingerbread Stories
By BH
We are making gingerbread stories.

Baby Chicks
By BH
We have baby chicks in the classroom. We are drawing them. We are studying by measuring them. We get to hold them today. They felt like little fur balls.

Scrambled Eggs
By DM
We made scrambled eggs in our classroom. We ate it. It's yummy.

Eggs
By AC
We cracked eggs and looked inside.

Fire Truck
By JK
We are making a fire truck for our classroom.

Lemonade
By LS
We made Lu Lu's lemonade recipe.

Sheep Barn and Credit Union
By PJ
We are making representations of the Sheep Barn and the Credit Union.

Fire Institute
By AB
We went to the Fire Institute.

My Birthday
By VM
My birthday is on May 22nd.

Sheep Barn
By ST
We are making a representation of Sheep Barn.

Eggs and Chicks
By AH
We are measuring eggs and chicks.

Yum Soup
By CW
We made yum soup outside with mud.